Agenda of the CIVV 2017 Rallye/20st Birthday of the RCSE

This rallye will take place between the 21st and 23rd of july. The agenda below may be adjusted
according to weather conditions

Thursay 20st of july,
. from 2pm to 7 pm: arrival of the participants
. 7pm: welcome drink in our club house
Friday 21st of july
. 8.30: preparation of the boats, expected to leave at 9.30. We will go northbound, maybe up to Nort
sur Erdre, depending on the weather
12.30/2 pm: lunch. We will prepare a picnic and will enjoy it somewhere between Suce and Nort We
will take care of it (food and beverage) and the cost will be about 12 €/person
2/5 pm: back to Suce

7/ 10 pm: we suggest a diner all together in Trentemoult, a nice village close to Nantes on the banks
of the Loire river. Meeting point will be at the river station of the Navibus 30 quai Ernest Renaud
41100 Nantes. We will cross the river on the Navibus. Each participant will have to bear the costof the
diner.

Saturday 22nd of July: Ride southbound of Suce
8.30/9.30: preparation of the boats. We may row down to the center of Nantes according to the
weather
12.30/2 pm: lunch. We will prepare the picnic and will enjoy it either on the banks of the river or in
the boats, depending on the conditions. We will prepare the lunch and cost will be 12 €/person
. 2.30/5 pm: back to Suce
. 19.30/22: drink and French wine tasting in our clubhouse and then diner organized by the RCSE.
Cost /participant will be 20 € (food and beverages).

Sunday 23rd of July: rowing and regatta in the port of Suce sur Erdre
9.am: preparation of the boats and constitutions of the team of rowers (4 rowers/team)
10./12 am: regatta with the gondolas by direct elimination (similar to tennis) and a race type "head
of river", by using the gondolino and the mascaretta
12/13 h: tidying up and clearing of the material

13.00: last picnic on the terrace of our clubhouse and prices giving for all the winners. Cost of the
lunch will be 12€/person

